Abstract: An LQ control problem for constrained discrete-time systems is discussed based on model predictive control with reduced order quadratic programming (QP) problem. By introducing a singular value decomposition for linear systems, where zero-order holder is embedded in the input signals, an approximation method of model predictive control is derived. The feature of resulting control system is illustrated with numerical examples. Copyright c
INTRODUCTION
Model Predictive Control (MPC) has become a standard control strategy for constrained multivariable systems and, especially for slow dynamical systems, the advantages are highlighted in numerous papers (Bemporad et al., 1999) . The key point of the MPC strategy is that the optimal control problem is solved, in the discrete-time setting, on-line over a finitehorizon and the first value of the resulting control signal is applied. At the next time step, the on-line computation is repeated starting from the new state and over a shifted horizon. Thus, the applicable control problems are limited by the complexity of the plant dynamics or the length of control horizon.
The LQ control problem has been mainly studied for discrete-time constrained systems (Chmielewski et al., 1996; Scokaert et al., 1998; Bemporad et al., 2002) and, recently, a calculation method of sub-optimal LQ control is derived for continuous-time constrained systems by introducing a singular value decomposition (SVD) of linear systems (Kojima et al., 2004) . The SVD for the linear systems provides a sequence of dominant input signals, which effectively generate the responses, and enables us to design the input sequence based on the combination of the dominant input signals.
In this paper, we focus on an LQ control problem for discrete-time constrained systems and provide a calculation method of sub-optimal LQ control based on a fixed dimension of quadratic-programming (QP) problem. The proposed method is applicable to the LQ problems, which requires a huge size of QP-problem, and the resulting control has the following feature: 1) the dimension of QP-problem is a priori fixed by the number of singular vectors obtained by SVD of the system; 2) the unconstrained behavior of resulting system is indeed LQ-optimal and the approximation is made in the design of constrained control signals.
In the following, we first investigate the relation between the input signals, where 1 step zero-order holder is embedded, and the resulting responses. Then we derive a formula of singular value decomposition (SVD) for finite-horizon systems (Section 2). By employing a SVD representation for LQ control problem, we will show that the sub-optimal LQ control is obtained via fixed dimensional QP-problem (Section 3). The relation to the multi-parametric QP-problem is mentioned on the resulting control method and the result is illustrated with numerical examples (Section 4).
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERIZATION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
In the model predictive control, an optimization problem is solved on-line and the first value of control sequence is applied each time in the receding horizon policy. In this section, we focus on an abstract input sequence depicted by Fig.1 and clarify the inputoutput relation from the viewpoint of singular value decomposition (SVD) of the system. In Fig.1(b) , the control signal is given by 1 step zero-order holder (ZOH), which value is applied for the control, and the arbitrary curve, which shape is employed in the optimization. This abstraction enables us to deal with the huge size of MPC problem and provides an approximation method of control law. 
where È ¼, É ¼, Ê ¼ are weighting matrices, which will be employed to reflect the cost-functional discussed in the model predictive control (Section3). Based on the representation (2),(3), the relaxed system 
The singular values 
The operator has a countable number of singular values and they form a sequence which approaches ¼ (Gohberg et al., 1990 We will deal with the relaxed system (1) by the following relation:
where the input signal Ú is represented in the ZOH embedded description (Fig.1(b) ). Furthermore by Remark 2, the following cost-functional, which plays with the LQ control, is easily represented with the coefficients .
In the case ¼ is sufficiently small to the control horizon ¼ · Ì , the cost-functional (9) provides an approximation to the discrete-time LQ control. In the sequel, we will discuss the LQ control for discrete-time constrained systems and, employing the SVD of linear systems, derive a calculation method of sub-optimal control via reduced order quadratic programming (QP) problem.
LQ CONTROL FOR CONSTRAINED DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS
Consider LQ control problem for the discrete-time system
with the constraints
The control objective is to minimize the cost-functional
The system ¦ is obtained via discretization of ¦ with ZOH, which sample time is ¼. We make following assumptions for the system ¦ . For the bounded set of initial states Ü ¼ , the LQ control problem defined by (10)- (12) is reformulated with the cost-functional:
where È ¼ is a stabilizing solution to the following discrete-time Riccati equation (Chmielewski et al., 1996; Scokaert et al., 1998) .
In this section, we will derive a calculation method of sub-optimal LQ control via reduced order QPproblem. Define the control horizon of the system (1) by Ì AE and the weighting matrices in (2), (3) 
¾ By Lemma 2 in (Kojima et al., 2004) , the equality
holds for ¾ Ê and the cost-functional (13) is approximately represented as follows.
Hence, by the relations (15), (32), Theorem 1,4 enable to approximate the optimization procedure in the model predictive control. The size of the QP-problem depends on the number of singular vectors which is characterized by Theorem 1.
It should be noted that the auxiliary input signal Ú is introduced to make up the optimal control in the constrained region and does not affect in the linear control region since Ú ¼ is optimal there. Thus, the exact optimality in the unconstrained region is preserved in the design methods Theorem 1,4.
Finally we note that the sub-optimal control to the problem (24) is characterized by a piecewise affine function of the initial state. By employing a finite set of singular vectors´
shown by Theorem 4 that control problem (10)- (12) is solved via a QP-problem:
with appropriate matrices À ¼, ( Ï Ë). We will introduce a fact that, if the QP-problem (33) 
in the polyhedral region
¾
By Lemma 5, the control (16) is given by a piecewise affine function of Ü ¼ . Hence the receding horizon control is equivalently given by a state feedback control law, which is constructed with the relation between the initial state Ü ¼ and the resulting control Ù ¼ .
EXAMPLE
Consider LQ control problem for the double integrator.
Based on the discretized system obtained with ZOH and following sample times:
we will discuss the feature of resulting control system, which is obtained by Theorem 1,4. By employing 15 singular values in the decreasing order (Theorem 1), then applying the optimal control derived by Theorem 4 in the receding horizon policy, the system response is obtained by Fig.2 . In this example, the similar shape of control signals is generated for given sample times. It should be noted that the control action in the unconstrained region (Ø ) is indeed optimal as the approximation is made in the calculation of auxiliary control signals Ú, which are introduced to make up the constrained LQ control to fulfill the system constraints.
Applying Lemma 5, the relations between the initial state Ü ¼ and the resulting control signal Ù ¼ are summarized by Fig.3 . For example in Fig.3(a) 
CONCLUSION
An LQ control problem for discrete-time constrained systems is discussed based on model predictive control with reduced order quadratic programming (QP).
By characterizing the dominant system responses, which are generated by the ZOH embedded input signals, an approximation method of LQ control law is derived. The proposed control law guarantees the exact optimality in the unconstrained behavior and enables us to approach the constrained LQ-control in a fixed dimension of QP-problem.
